TO ALL LISTINGS, BOOK SECTION AND FEATURES EDITORS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE @MACAULAY AUTHOR SERIES WELCOMES
LIZZIE SKURNICK AND HER NEW BOOK
THAT SHOULD BE A WORD: A LANGUAGE LOVER’S
GUIDE TO CHOREGASMS, POVERTUNITY, BRATTLING, AND 250 OTHER
MUCH-NEEDED TERMS FOR THE MODERN WORLD
with KERA BOLONIK

Tuesday, March 10, 7 pm
35 West 67th Street, Macaulay Honors College at CUNY

Free and Open to the Public


Until Lizzie Skurnick came along, there were no means for expressing what it’s like—for young grownups especially—to lead and puzzle through a 21st-century existence. But, from cradle to the gravelly “Mespoke (tailored to one’s lifestyle),” That Should Be A Word doubles the number of Skurnick’s original Times columns and organizes them into a barbed but empathetic glossary. Vocabulary is like time travel, and Skurnick’s is so deft that even the most word-deaf techie will cringe (“twiticule—To mock someone in 140 characters”), new parents will take her fanciful words to heart (“invertibrat—Annoying offspring of clueless parents”), and foodies will question their values with “niblesse—One who only eats exorbitantly priced foods.” To “Skurnick”—To scurry in droves to hear an author who always has the latest word.

Offering unique previews of new work by the season’s best writers of fiction and nonfiction, paired in conversation with distinguished interviewers and an audience drawn from throughout the city, the @MACAULAY AUTHOR SERIES, free and open to the public, takes place in the beautiful and historic Macaulay building, 35 West 67th Street, between Central Park West and Columbus. Each event includes a book signing and reception. Sponsored by Friends of Macaulay.

The @MACAULAY AUTHOR SERIES season continues with:

May 11  Gretchen Rubin, best-selling author of the *Happiness Project* and author of *Better Than Before: Mastering the Habits of Our Everyday Lives* along with Anne Kreamer, whose latest work is *Risk/Reward: Why Intelligent Leaps and Daring Choices Are The Best Career Moves You Can Make*.

To RSVP, please visit: [http://macaulay.cuny.edu/community/author-series/RSVP](http://macaulay.cuny.edu/community/author-series/RSVP)
Or call: 347-460-4292.

**About Macaulay Honors College**
Macaulay Honors College at The City University of New York offers exceptional students a uniquely personalized education with access to the vast resources of the nation’s largest urban university and New York City itself. Selected for their top high-school records and leadership potential, Macaulay students receive a full-tuition scholarship to pursue global learning, research and service opportunities while also enrolled in one of eight CUNY senior colleges (Baruch, Brooklyn, City, Hunter, John Jay, Lehman, Queens and Staten Island). For more information visit [macaulay.cuny.edu](http://macaulay.cuny.edu).
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